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The radionuclide levels observed at present in the environment are very low, therefore high
sensitive analytical systems are required for carrying out environmental investigations. One
very important recent development in analytical techniques for low-level activity
measurements is the production of large volume H-PGe detectors (up to 200% relative
efficiency to 75 mm diameter x 75 mm long Nal (Ti) crystals). Their high efficiency and
excellent energy resolution permit the analyses of various gamma-emitters in composite
samples selectively and very often non-destructively (e.g. in sea sediments).

However, this technique is restricted to gamma-emitters only (e.g. for 7Be, 40K, 54Mn, 60co,
'37CS, 2 0Pb, etc.). Other radionuclides frequently found in the marine environment are the
pure beta-emitters, like 3H, c, 2si, 32P, Sr, Pu2 , etc., where mainly liquid scintillation
counting has made great improvements in recent years. However, for some of these
radionuclides mass spectrometry methods represent a real breakthrough in low-level counting,
e.g. "3He in-growth" mass spectrometry for 3H, or accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS) for
14C.

Another important group of radionuclides in the marine environment is represented by alpha-
emitters, both natural (like Ra, U and Th isotopes) as well as anthropogenic (like Pu and Am
isotopes). These radionuclides have traditionally been analysed by semiconductor alpha-
spectrometry (SAS). However, there were several limitations, e.g. in sensitivity, resolution
and mass of samples used for analysis. Some of them have been partially overcome, e.g. the
problems with resolution for analysis of ..39P and 240Pu using high resolution alpha-
spectrometers with suitable deconvolution software. It appears, however, that in the near
future, Inductively Coupled Mass Spectrometry (ICPMS), Thermal onisation Mass
Spectrometry (TIMS) or AMS will be more frequently used for analysis of long-lived alpha-
emitters in the marine environment, as these methods eliminate all the above-mentioned
problems.

In the present paper we discuss some recent developments in the radiometrics sector for the
measurement of low-activity environmental samples and compare them where possible with
results obtained by mass spectromnetry methods. The presentation will focus on those aspects
which are of great relevance for marine environmental change studies.

With the introduction of high resolution and high sensitive ICP'MS it has been possible to
analyse some of the long-lived radionuclides like 99Tc, 12i,23u 9Pan24pwihts

technique. This was especially advantageous for reporting separate data for -39Pu and 24Pu
and using their ratio for tracing the origin of plutonium in the environment.

Our work until now has concentrated on the analysis Of 239pU, 2 'Pu and 24Pu in the marine
environment. The samples for ICPMS analysis have been prepared either by leaching of
electrodeposited plutonium from previously analysed stainless steel disks or by direct
preparation of small volume samples using chromatographic resins. This is actually another
great advantage of CPMS that sample volumes can be significantly reduced, e.g. in the case
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of seawater from a few hundreds of litres to about a few litres. Both, sample preparation and
1CPMS measurements were carried out at LAEA-MEfL

AMS has been widely used as a powerful tool for analysis of long-lived radionuclides (mainly
' 4C and 19) in the marine environment. Both radionuclides are important radioactive tracers
which have been artificially introduced into the oceans. Small amounts of 14C and 1291 can be
easily measured by AMS on mg-size samples of carbon and iodine extracted from 500 ml
seawater samples. The high analytical sensitivity offered by AMS enables to find even tracer
amounts of 14C and 1291 which could be released from nuclear installations or stored/dumped
radioactive wastes, and to compare the measured levels with the global distribution of these
radionuclides. Recently, however, AMS techniques have been developed to analyse other
important long-lived radionuclides in the environment like "0Be. "6Cl, 99Tc, uranium and
plutonium isotopes. The new techniques open fresh possibilities of their application in marine
radioactivity studies as well. It is clear that AMS has become the most powerful technique,
although for many laboratories its availability is still a problem. It is believed, however, that in
perspective, AMS will be the dominant technique used for the analysis of long-lived
radionuclides in the marine environent.

JAEA-MEL in the framework of marine radioactivity studies has participated in several
expeditions to the Atlantic, Arctic, Indian and Pacific Oceans to sample seawater, biota and
sediment. The expeditions covered a wide range of marine radioactivity surveys to study the
distribution of key radionuclides (H, 14C, 90Sr, 1291, 37Cs, U, Pu and Am isotopes) in the
world oceans and any changes in their concentrations for marine radioactivity assessments and
environmental change. We shall discuss in more detail the analysis Of 239pU, 21Pu and 242Pu in
marine samples and in AEA reference materials. The samples for AMS analyses were
prepared either by leaching of electrodeposited plutonium from previously analysed stainless
disks or by direct preparation of small volume samples using EICHROM resins. The reduction
in sample size by a factor of 100 (e.g. in the case of analysis of seawater samples) is another
great advantage of AMS over conventional SAS.

A comparison of Pu results obtained by ICPMS, AMS and SAS will be discussed in detail. It
will be seen that a reasonably good agreement has been obtained between all three methods.
The relative precision of Pu results as obtained until now by SAS, AMS and CPMS was 5%,
10% and 7%, respectively (for 239',240pu). The evaluations show, however, that from the point
of view of sensitivity, ICPMS and AMS have detection limits lower by a factor of 1 0 than
SAS.

A comparison of detection limits for several long-lived radionuclides as obtained by
radiometrics (RM), CPMS, TINMS and AMS techniques will be discussed as well. It will be
seen that the most sensitive technique is AMS which gives the lowest detection limits, with
the exception of 3H, three to eight orders of magnitude lower than the RM methods.
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